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IMAGE SEGMENTATION AND MATTING BASED ON THE EXTENDED DISTANCE TRANSFORM

In this paper we present a novel semi-automatic method for image segmentation and matting that utilizes the newly proposed generalized distance transform to determine the hybrid distance between the foreground and background regions within the image. This distance values are then used to estimate the alpha matting coefficient needed for composing new image by blending the foreground objects into a new background image scene. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm allows the user to work interactively and to obtain the desired results promptly after marking the regions by scribbling the image. In the paper we show, that the proposed method yields satisfactory results for gray scale and colour images.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of the image matting procedure is to extract the foreground objects from the image background and to blend them into a new image scene. This process is commonly used for photo editing operations and for the creation of special effects in video sequences.

The basic task of image matting is to extract the foreground element from the background by assigning to the image pixels the opacity level and to merge the desired object into a new background to create the final composite image. In this way the composite colour image $C$ is a combination of the foreground $F$ and background image $B$:

$$C = \alpha \cdot F + (1 - \alpha) \cdot B,$$

where $\alpha$ is the opacity, which controls the blending of foreground and new background.

The problem of image matting is severely ill posed as $F$, $B$ and also the values of $\alpha$ are unknown. However, the strong correlations between neighbourhood pixels can be leveraged to alleviate to some extent the difficulties, [1].

Previous approaches can be generally divided into techniques based on the sampling to estimate the foreground and background colours of the image pixels and methods exploiting the concept of exploration of local neighbourhood under some assumptions about image statistics.

The sampling methods estimate the foreground and background pixels using the information provided by the user, who specifies groups of pixels that belongs definitely to the foreground and background. That information is used for the estimation of the $\alpha$ values of the remaining pixels. In [3] the authors used the Gaussian mixture model to estimate the distribution of the foreground and background pixels, in [6] the matting was accomplished by solving Poisson equation using boundary conditions provided by the user, while in [2,5,12] a Bayesian approach has been applied.

The methods based on propagation assume the smoothness of the foreground and background regions and the matting problem is usually solved using some optimization methods working on the distances between the regions defined by the operator as a foreground and background [4, 7-11].

Our approach belongs to the second group. We make use of the newly proposed generalized distance transform, which determines the hybrid distance of the unlabeled pixels to foreground and background regions determined by the user in form of colour scribbles, [13, 14]. The computed distances are then used to estimate the transparency values $\alpha$, which are used to embed an image containing the object of interest into a new background. The proposed algorithm gives favourable results, is extremely fast and allows the user to interactively correct the results, so that a visually pleasing composite image can be obtained.

2. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this Section we present our novel algorithm for image segmentation and matting, that exploits the distance transformation and source image structures to determine the distance between background and foreground regions. This regions are marked by a user simply by scribbling the image, (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed matting process: colour source image (a), image with marked regions (b), new background image (c) and our matting result (d).

2.1. STANDARD DISTANCE TRANSFORM

Since the regions are marked simply by scribbling the image, the first step of our algorithm, after the user inserts scribbles, is to isolate them and compute their distances [15] to all pixels of the source image. Within the provided scribbles, two kinds are distinguished: the first ones (marked red) for the background that is going to be erased or replaced with new background from another image, and the second ones (marked green) for the foreground objects that are going to remain in the image. Then, the distance transformation is applied to those two sets of scribbles separately.

Thus, let \( P \) be a binary image defined on the image domain \( G \), where:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{P\} = \{ p : P(p) = 1 \}, & \quad \{\bar{P}\} = \{ p : P(p) = 0 \}
\end{align*}
\]

are proper subsets of \( G \). For any metric, the distance transform of \( P \) associates with every pixel \( p \) of \( \{P\} \) the approximation of the Euclidean distance from \( p \) to \( \bar{P} \).

For any \( p \in G \) let \( B(p) \) (pixels in neighbourhood relation before scan) be the set of pixels adjacent to \( p \) that proceeds \( q \) when \( G \) is scanned, and let \( A(p) \) (after scan) be the remaining neighbours of \( p \). Then during the first scan (in top-left to bottom-right direction) we compute:

\[
f_1(p) = \begin{cases} 
0 & : p \in \{P\}, \\
\min \{ f_1(q) + 1 : q \in B(p) \} : p \in \{\bar{P}\}, 
\end{cases}
\]

After the first scan, we perform to the second one in the opposite direction (bottom-right to top-left), and compute the following:

\[
f_2(p) = \min \{ f_1(p), f_2(q) + 1 : q \in A(p) \},
\]

Thus, after the second scan we obtain the distance values that can be expressed as intensities of points within a gray scale image, (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Isolated scribbles for the foreground (a) and background (c) objects from Fig. 1 and the image of the distance transform performed on those scribbles (b, d).

2.2. EXTENDED DISTANCE TRANSFORM

Considering the result of the distance transformation presented in the previous subsection, we conclude that this transform is not able to capture the information on image structures and other structural information contained in the source image. In order to detect boundaries between objects, we decide to utilize these information by computing the distance between colours of two neighbouring points \( p \) and \( q \) within the given colour space, assuming colour similarity between these
two points contained in the same object. Regarding the RGB colour space, the distance $D_c$ between colours of two neighbouring pixels $p$ and $q$ can be defined as:

$$D_c(p, q) = \sqrt{(p_r - q_r)^2 + (p_g - q_g)^2 + (p_b - q_b)^2},$$

(5)

Since the calculation of the topological distances (Eqs. 3, 4) as well as the computation of the distances between colours $D_c$, requires a sequence of local operations on the neighbouring pixels within the image, these steps can be merged together resulting in the following equations that define the extended distance transform (EDT):

$$f_i(p) = \begin{cases} 
0 & : p \in \{P\}, \\
\min \{f_i(q) + D_c : q \in B(p)\} & : p \in \{\overline{P}\},
\end{cases}$$

(6)

$$f_i(p) = \min \{f_i(p), f_i(q) + D_c : q \in A(p)\},$$

(7)

The results of the EDT performed on the scribbles from the Fig. 2 are depicted in Fig. 3.

![Fig.3. EDT performed on (a) foreground and (b) background scribbles from Fig. 2a, c.](image)

The application of the EDT for the gray scale images has been proposed in [13], while the application of probabilistic distance transform based on Gibbs statistical distribution has been elaborated in [14]. All these approaches can be successfully used in the proposed image segmentation and matting algorithm.

2.3. SEGMENTATION AND MATTING

The distance values obtained with the EDT can be then used in the image segmentation or matting process. In order to extract the foreground object we have introduced the following cropping function:

$$f_{cro}(p, q) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } M_f(p, q) \geq M_b(p, q), \\
1 & \text{otherwise,}
\end{cases}$$

(8)

where $M_f$ and $M_b$ stand for the distance values obtained for a foreground and background scribbles using EDT. As a result we obtain a binary cropping mask (Fig. 4a), which applied to the source image (Fig. 1a) gives us the desired result (Fig. 4b).

![Fig.4. Illustration of the binary cropping mask and the result of its application to the source image from Fig. 1.](image)

The image composition and matting procedure can be expressed with the following equation:
\begin{equation}
I(p,q) = \alpha \cdot F(p,q) + (1-\alpha) \cdot B(p,q),
\end{equation}

where $F(p,q)$ denotes the foreground image, $B(p,q)$ denotes the background image, and $\alpha$ denotes the alpha matting coefficient used to blend foreground and background. In our approach, the value of foreground $F$ and background pixels $B$ are computed during the segmentation process, while the value of $\alpha$-mate is defined regarding the values of extended distance transform obtained for foreground and background objects:

\begin{equation}
\alpha = \exp \left( -\frac{|M_i-M_j|}{\beta} \right),
\end{equation}

where $\beta$ is the smoothing parameter defined by a user. The matting results obtained with the presented algorithm are presented in the following Section.

3. RESULTS

The result shown here were all obtained using the presented method that works utilizing the extended distance transformation.

In Fig. 5 we can see the natural image matting example. After the user marks the appropriate regions within the source colour image by providing the scribbles, distance values are calculated and used to estimate the alpha matting coefficient needed for composing new image by blending the foreground objects into a new background image scene. The result is shown in Fig. 5, the most right picture.

Fig. 6 depicts the image matting procedure and result in case of bio-medical images, where the foreground objects from the source image are blended into another bio-medical image, composing the final result (Fig. 7, at most right).

Presented method can also be successfully used in the image segmentation process. Segmentation results obtained with the presented method are shown in Fig. 7.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the paper a new fast image matting technique based on the extension of the distance transform has been presented. The new distance transform has the ability to detect boundaries between two neighbouring objects within the image, assuming the colour similarity between the two neighbouring points belonging to the same object. The results of experiments performed on natural images as well as on the bio-medical ones show, that the proposed approach yields good results. The implementation of the algorithm works fast enough to allow the user for interactive work without noticeable delays and achieving real-time preview.

The future work will focus on the distance transformation in order to increase the accuracy of the edge detecting and quality of matting results, as well as on the optimization of the code of our application, which will further shorten the time of matting process in case of very large images.

![Fig.5. Illustration of the natural image matting: From the left: source image, image with scribbles, new background image and our matting result.](image1)

![Fig.6. Bio-medical image matting examples. From the left: source images, images with scribbles, new background images and matting results.](image2)
Fig. 7. Bio-medical image segmentation examples. From the left: source images, images with scribbles, and segmentation results obtained with the presented method.
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